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The text for our May Service in Bayswater is Luke
12:49, 51-53, the gist of which is as follows: “I have

JESUS AS
THE CAUSE
OF DIVISION
PETER UHLHERR

come to set fire to the earth… Do you suppose I
came to establish peace on earth? No indeed, I
have come to bring dissension. From now on, a
family of five will be divided, three against two…
father against son… mother against daughter…
mother-in-law against daughter-in-law…”
We use such texts, both from the Old Testament
and the New, to stimulate our thinking about
religious and spiritual issues, as well as moral or
ethical questions, and not least in the hope of
getting some glimmer of insight into the “best” way
of living our lives, individually and as a community.
When analysing a biblical text, it is important to
consider first and foremost its context within the
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book from which it was taken; the purpose of the

of idealism – might be keener to explore the new,

book; the audience at which it was aimed; the

to embrace change. So familial strife is bound to

religious, political, economic and social conditions

occur. Father against son, mother against daughter

of that audience; the historical and literary sources

– split over interpretation of the law is hardly setting

of the ideas presented. When we do all that, there

the earth on fire!

is a chance that we might discover the original
message or intent. On the other hand, if we read

Hyperbole? Not this time, when we consider the

a text in isolation, we might find a superficial

context of Jesus’ words in the Gospel narrative,

message which was not actually intended by the

and when we discover the source of the words

authors, and that our interpretation might be a lie.

put in Jesus’ mouth. The imagery is taken from
the prophet Micah (e.g. 7:6), who describes the

Our image of Jesus, from Sunday School on, tends

appearance of the Messiah. From the context of

to be the embodiment of compassion; a man who

our text in Luke, it also seems clear that Jesus

loved the world and everyone and everything in

is speaking about his function as the Messiah,

it. How could he say “I have come to set fire to

e.g. Luke 12:56 “You know how to interpret the

the earth”? We do know from other parts of the

appearance of earth and sky, but you cannot

Gospels, that Jesus was fond of hyperbole to drive

interpret this fateful hour.” This makes the text

home a point (extreme exaggeration not intended

hugely more far-reaching than simple dissension

to be taken literally). For example “If your right

caused by his teaching. The Messiah, after all,

hand is your undoing, cut it off and fling it away…”

was to appear some time before the apocalypse
– the final judgement of humanity – a time of great

Jesus would also have been aware of the divisive

upheaval, suffering and dissension! It was his

effect of his teaching: he was advocating a return

function to prepare people for this judgement, by

to the original spirit of the law which had long

teaching them how to achieve redemption. For

since been perverted through centuries of corrupt

Christians, Jesus was the Messiah, for Jews he

practices of worship. It would be natural for the

was not. It is quite clear from the New Testament

older generation – especially for those in power

that early Christians believed in an imminent last

– to want to maintain the status quo, to cling

judgement. The exact time of the apocalypse was

to tradition, to be uncomfortable with change,

not known – even Jesus did not know it. It was

especially the radical change that Jesus was

explicitly not supposed to be known! However,

espousing. The younger generation – typically full

this has not prevented dozens of men, both Jews
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and Christians throughout history, to arrogantly

espoused by Jesus, as well as his pragmatic

predict a date! It is still happening today – even in

teaching, are applied to the best of our abilities

Australia! It is driven by mankind’s overwhelming

in our daily lives – in all our actions, interactions

need for answers, for certainty – our need to know!

and decisions. In this way, we expect the future
consequences of our existence to be generally

Every action, every decision has consequences;

beneficial to humanity.

we are dealing with these consequences from
earlier times. Future generations will be dealing

In his fourth circular letter (1879) Christoph

with the consequences of our actions – and those

Hoffmann wrote: “…whoever wants to participate

of our governments. All these consequences are

in the Kingdom of God must join the ranks of those

cumulative. Currently it is many scientists rather

who work for it and must obey the spirit of Christ.”

than theologians who read the prophets of doom.
The unfortunate difference is that the scientists do
not include salvation in their prophecies!
Indeed, we should remember that the foundation of
our own community is deeply rooted in apocalyptic
expectations. However, we are fortunate to have
inherited from our founding generation, and
those who came after them, a truly enlightened
and intensely practical attitude towards the final
judgement. They realised the obvious futility of
putting life on hold, and waiting expectantly for
some form of end, either in fear or with arrogant
optimism. Instead, they took to heart the primary
message of the prophets, and of Jesus himself,
who all emphasised preparation over timing and
fearful expectation; a message often ignored
throughout history. Our preparation consists of
establishing a truly “Christian” community – one in
which both individually and communally the values
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REGIONAL
COUNCIL
UPDATE

Mark Herrmann

The primary focus of this meeting was TTHA – in

which can be independently justified and that is

particular land sale matters – and, as such, was

deemed fair in all respects. It is the intention of all

also attended by TSAL Directors, our TTHA Board

present to strive for this, ideally before the end of

representatives, the TSA Community Care Worker

the current financial year.

and a representative from the Welfare Focus
Group.

TTHA conducted a strategic planning workshop
over a weekend in April, to which I (as Regional

An in-principle decision to sell the “TTHA land”

Head) was invited. The Home’s accreditation is due

to TTHA was made at the March RC meeting.

in August. There are major changes (deregulation

It needed to be established if RC was able to

of home care packages and bed licences) pending

nominate a price and terms to be put to our

in the aged care industry. These changes demand

TTHA representatives. Considerable email

the Home position itself to adapt to and benefit

correspondence preceded this discussion.

from them.

In accordance with professional advice received,

Particularly with the Government’s most recent

RC members agreed that the price for the land

allocation of home care packages, TTHA is well

– being the only mechanism by which TSA can

placed and can be instantly competitive when that

ever directly receive cash from TTHA – must be

market is deregulated in 2017. Similarly, for its

the maximum possible, provided the Home has

residential care buildings, facilities and services,

the capacity to pay. This position also needs to be

the Home aims to maintain the current number in

understood in the context of the TSA’s previous

an increasingly competitive market. Preliminary

generosity in various gifts and decisions that were

designs have been obtained to enable discussion

to its own financial detriment, and of not wishing a

on a reworking to best advantage of the aged care

repeat of that.

site at Bayswater.

Both parties – TTHA and TSA – have previously

The timetable for 2016/2017 TSA budget

(2012 and 2015) separately commissioned two sets

preparations was outlined by John. My visit with

of land valuations under different methodologies,

Martina to the community space at Knox City

thus having some anomalies present themselves.

Shopping Centre has been deferred until July.

Further work is therefore required in finding a value,
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COMMUNITY CARE

Martina Eaton

Today, I want to mention flu vaccination up front.

Telelink will be held on June 10 and 24 from 2.00 to

Early in May I was struck down by the flu and an

3.00pm. We welcome new members anytime. We

ear infection that forced me to have a week in bed

look forward to speaking with you on these dates.

feeling very unwell! Unfortunately, I had left it too
late to get vaccinated and succumbed. Vaccination

Please remember that I am happy to visit you,

offers effective protection and is available from

regardless of where you may live. If not a visit, I

your GP. The vaccine is available free for older

can always speak with you on the phone should

people (and some other groups in the community).

an issue arise that I may be able to help with. All

There is also a pneumonia vaccination available

our conversations will remain confidential and, you

after the high rates of pneumonia infections in

never know, I just may be able to assist!

the community last year. I highly recommend you
consider getting immunised, as I can assure you,

I look forward to visiting and talking to people

this year’s flu is not pleasant!

throughout June and hope to hear from you soon.

On June 18, we have the Scrapbooking and Card-

Keep smiling!

making day in Bayswater. At this stage I have no
bookings, and if I get fewer than five, it will not go
ahead. Please see page 18 for the flyer and make
sure you book in.
Are you in need of a break? Are you caring for
someone? It is a rewarding, but also tiring role,
and taking a break is important! Respite care is
available in a variety of ways, whether it is provided
at home or away from home. The cost depends on
the type of respite required, and who is providing
the care. For more information, please contact the
Commonwealth Respite and Carelink Centre on
1800 052 222.
They can also assist with emergency respite if the
unexpected should occur.

		

Contact
Martina

Martina Eaton
Community Care Worker
M: 0433 335 815
E: careworker@templesociety.org.au
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YOUTH
Clip ‘n Climb
Saturday, June 4

Birthdays

With over 37 climbing challenges, including the Leap of Faith and
Vertical Drop Slide, this Kaleidoscope evening should be heaps of
energetic fun for everyone! The activity is suitable for all kids aged six
years and over.

Rhys Cass

Time: 		
Cost: 		
Transport:
Bring:		
RSVP: 		

7pm to 10pm
$20 per person
Rosa bus
Your own drink and snack
NOW!

Sonnwendfeier Winter Solstice Celebration
Saturday, June 25
Bring your whole family to this annual community celebration of the
Winter Solstice, with a huge bonfire, lantern parade (BYO lantern),
damper making and lots of fun! There will also be meals, hot dogs,
drinks, Glühwein and glow sticks for sale.
Time: 		
RSVP: 		
		
		
		

5pm onwards
No bookings required, but it would be great to have
some young people help out with selling hot dogs
and glow sticks! If you are able to help, please contact
Susi as soon as possible.

Contact
Susi
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Susi Richter
Community Youth Coordinator
M: 0400 764 257
E: susi@templesociety.org.au

Bridget Kruk
Ariel Weber
Gabriella Weber

Save the Date
Wednesday, July 6
Escape Room
Sunday, July 24
Movie and Pancake Night

Mother’s Day
at Playgroup

SYDNEY
JAN JOHNSON
Goodness, almost halfway through the year; time

Geoff McCallum will be joining us this month to

to my third anniversary of working for the Temple

along to make him feel welcome. We will have the

does fly when you’re having fun! It is coming up

provide our Founding Day service; please come

Society and I have not lost an ounce of passion

Hall well warmed and ready for you all!

all; if anything, it has deepened. The past month

We are very excited to present another Lieder

Templers, with health issues and life changes

was very successful last year and will prove to be

and commitment, nor the closeness I have for you
has been a turbulent one for many of our older

involving moves to hospital and aged care facilities.
It has been an opportunity to walk alongside many

of you, particularly some family members who have

needed advice or someone to be there when others
can’t. Please do not hesitate to call if you need a
chat or advice regarding support and advocacy.

It was an absolute pleasure to have Mark Herrmann
present our April service – Mark spoke about our
life journeys – and the thing that stood out most
to me was the fact that we all walk a different

path. You may share your life with someone, go
through the same events, but we all experience

Concert at Meadowbank next month. This event

the same again this year. I am sure that Deborah

Spencer and students will once again provide us
with some musical delights, followed by a warm

meal in the Hall afterwards. Book in early for this
delightful winter treat, places will fill fast.

I trust that you are all well and happy, please let
me know if you are not. I will try to help you do

something about that. Until next time, a thought to
take with you: “Though no one can go back and
make a brand new start, anyone can start from

now and make a brand new ending.”– Carl Bard

our own way of looking at the world and are each
experiencing it in a unique way.

Peter and Bev Leszinsky have just returned from a

trip to Palestine (or Israel as it is known now). They
visited many of the Templer community villages

and buildings and have much to tell! They took lots
of photographs and are planning to share these
with us as a group in the near future.

Our former Girls’ Night Out has been adjusted to A

Coming Events

them differently… we all have a unique paradigm,

A Night Out with Friends,
Epping Club
Friday, June 3 at 7.30pm
Seniors’ Group, Blacktown
Friday, June 10 at 11.30am
Founding Day Service,
Meadowbank
Elder: Geoff McCallum
Sunday, June 26 at 10.30am

Night Out with Friends. If you are between the ages
of 18 and 60(ish) and would like an informal night

out with a meal, warm conversation spiced with a
lot of laughter, please come along. This month’s

night out is at the Epping Club on June 3. Please
let me know ASAP if you are coming.

		

Contact
Jan

Jan Johnson
Sydney Community Support Worker
M: 0412 731 101
E: jan@templesociety.org.au
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CHAMPION

Foodbank & Support Services

Jacinta Aulsebrook

We’ve had an exciting month at CHAMPION.

We are also applying for funding from Knox

With the addition of a few more willing volunteers,

Council to run cooking classes in the Hall, using

Martina and I have been able to spend more time

the food on offer from CHAMPION. These will

chatting with our clients. This one-on-one time

be nutritious meals for people on a tight budget.

with our visitors is essential. It gives them a chance

Each participant will go home armed with the

to discuss any issues privately, and it enables us

recipes, food and skills to cook a healthy meal for

to build foundations with them so, should they

themselves and their families.

choose to, they feel more comfortable asking
for help down the track. Thank you to our new

During Martina’s birthday week, we were very spoilt

volunteers; your help at CHAMPION is greatly

at CHAMPION by one of our clients. He brought

appreciated.

all of us who work on a Monday a full lamb roast
meal with pumpkin, cauliflower, peas, onions,

There is a lot of behind-the-scenes administration

potatoes, Brussels sprouts, meat and, of course, a

that goes into CHAMPION. Martina and I are

delicious gravy. He didn’t stop there. He brought us

always working on something to help benefit our

all cup cakes (with candles), and we happily sang

clients and the community. It could be attending

to Martina to celebrate not just her birthday, but

networking meetings, chatting to local businesses

also everything she has done to assist everyone.

and organisations or even applying for grants.

The hard work Martina puts in behind the scenes

We are thrilled to announce we have received a

is what makes CHAMPION run so smoothly and is

“Volunteer Grant” from the federal government.

why it is such a success.

We have funding for a laptop computer, so we
can work anywhere within the Bayswater Hall

Our interview this month is with our very special

with a client on personal issues without fear of

client and fabulous cook, Rick. He has us all having

interruption. We also received funding to cover the

a laugh each week and we love how he always has

costs of police checks and other volunteer checks

a smile for us.

and training that can now be offered, among other
things. We have another two grants we are waiting

When did you start coming to CHAMPION?

to hear about; to run workshops for people to build
self-esteem and employability, as well as help with

Well, me mate was coming down and I decided

time management and applying for jobs, whilst

to come down with him. I liked the place so I kept

incorporating a lunchtime meal into the workshop.

coming.
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You have lived in this area for a while now, is there
anything you could tell us about it?

Want to help?

So, you know the road in Boronia everyone knows

We are very lucky to have had people volunteer

as “Piggy Hill”? Well, did ya know it was named

with our fresh food pick-up and new volunteers

after me brother? We called him Piggo. Me and me

to assist at CHAMPION. This doesn’t mean we

brothers grew up in Boronia. Most of them have

don’t need any more. There are always things

moved away now, but I’m still here. I moved for a
bit, but came back. Back 50-odd years ago, that
area was a slaughter house, abattoir. It stretched
back a quarter mile down towards Ferntree Gully.
There also used to be a creek that runs past
Scoresby Road over to the Boronia-Ferntree Gully
border. It’s all piped now, doesn’t flow like it used
to.

that need to be done! If you have some time to
offer, please call Martina. Also, this month we
are asking if people would be kind enough to
donate two-minute noodles, toilet paper and
soup.
Thank you and have a great month!

What do you think should change about CHAMPION?
I think all those who get tucker and stuff from
CHAMPION, we should give back to help other
people. We all are in the same boat. We all need a
bit of help whether it’s tucker or a single mum who
needs their lawn mowed. It wouldn’t hurt anyone
to offer to help someone else. We all are there
needing help, so in return we should help someone
else.

Contact
Jacinta

Jacinta Aulsebrook
CHAMPION Support Worker
E: champion@templesociety.org.au

Rick with his roast dinner
Photo courtesy of Martina Eaton

EVA SIMO
(massa.org.au) will revisit TTHA in June. Invitations
will be extended to staff, residents and families

TTHA
As our beautiful autumn colours slowly fade and
the days become cooler, we plan to warm things
up a bit during June here at TTHA.
Our Lifestyle team is constantly looking to create
new and exciting events outside the regular
weekly activities for our residents. Each month
we spice things up a bit with a special theme day
to celebrate our cultural diversity and indulge in
a multitude of cuisines. In June it’s the ‘Best of
British’. We will be decorating the facility with a
British theme, providing a British-inspired menu
and conducting various activities for the residents.
It’s guaranteed to be a day of fun, laughter and a
little creativity! In addition, we like to provide our
residents with the opportunity and convenience
of in-house shopping and, during June, Senior
Style Clothing, a mobile clothing store will bring
in their extensive range of clothing, underwear,
accessories, jewellery and slippers for both men
and women. Residents will have the opportunity to
purchase items from a wide selection.
We follow the Montessori model of care here at
TTHA and Montessori Aged Support Services
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to attend information sessions. Montessori ‘...
promotes independence, self-esteem, choice
and meaningful activity through the recognition
of individual strengths, needs, interests and the
establishment of expertly prepared environments.’
We’re looking forward to having Linda Graham,
a passionate and experienced Montessori
expert, working with us to achieve excellence in
implementing this model. We welcome new ideas
and innovative thinking here at TTHA and by
applying the Montessori model we encourage our
staff and residents to embrace creative ways to
bring meaning and joy to the lives of our residents.
At TTHA, we also greatly value and recognise the
contribution our volunteers make and are extending
to them a heartfelt thank you at a Volunteers’
Morning Tea on Friday, June 24.
Our volunteers enrich the lives of our residents
every day and contribute to the running of our
activities: assisting in our cafe and kitchen, helping
out at our Weihnachtsmarkt (Christmas market),
Easter stalls and other major events, tending to
our beautiful garden areas, birds and courtyards,
as well as being companions to our residents. Our
volunteers are an integral part of our organisation
and we appreciate everything they do.

We are always welcoming new volunteers and
encourage you, or anyone you know, to contact us
and be part of our exciting activities and events.
Please contact Vanessa on 8720 1357 to find out
how you can become part of something special.
In other news, we also have an Independent Living
Unit that has come up for sale. Situated among
our beautiful trees, the unit offers two bedrooms
and a single car garage and is only a short walk
to our main facility. Enjoy an independent lifestyle,
convenience, a wheelchair-friendly location with
easy access to care and services and become
involved in our TTHA community. Get in touch
with Eva Simo on 8720 1333 today to lodge your
expression of interest.

Contact
Eva

Eva Simo
Chief Executive Officer
P: 8720 1300
E: eva.simo@ttha.org.au

Rick with his roast dinner
Photo
courtesy
of Martina
Eaton
Mother’s Day delights
baked
by TTHA
volunteer
Barbara Buchstaller. Photo courtesy of TTHA
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MEN’S ADVANCE 2016
A few years older but many years wiser!

oldest in our number) challenged all takers to join

This year’s blokes’ weekend revisited the scene

proving the recently-acquired, evidence-based

of past glories – comfortable and spacious
accommodation at Iltis Ski Lodge “on top of
the Hill” in the Mt Buller Alpine Village and an
exhilarating bike ride along the Great Victorian Rail
Trail. Armed with the dawning realisation that we’re
a little less indestructible these days and sufficient
“when I was young” tall tales to last a lifetime,
the bike ride was planned as strictly one-way (the
downhill leg of course) with the afternoon given to
serious navel-gazing while sampling some local
produce – a few opting for the even less strenuous
commute by Rosa the Bus with a leisurely coffee
preamble to assure a healthy thirst. I’m sure
you won’t find anything like that available at the

him on the return ride to Mansfield. Sadly, but
collective wisdom of the rest of us, Otto completed
the journey solo and at a very respectable pace
(Mark, we need more dedicated riders in future).
Meanwhile Rosa conveyed the rest of us back
to the picturesque Mansfield town centre for a
leisurely coffee (we won’t tell anyone that Helli also
indulged in the most enormous piece of cake). All
blokes safely back aboard Rosa, and bikes stowed
in the trailer, we played leap-frog up the mountain
with Helli so he could capture a few “action
photos” (well, at least while Rosa was in action).
Back at home base, we set about preparing
Saturday’s dinner – Spinat, Spätzle, Rouladen,

forthcoming Women’s Retreat!

Rotkraut und gemischter Salat – yum! Many hands

Overcoming a few last-minute glitches with our

to feed 15 hungry blokes manageable. Rolf’s

orders, we enjoyed a relaxed wood-fired pizza
lunch (yes, we even had lots of salad to keep up
the collective bodies-beautiful), accompanied by
several jugs of the region’s finest craft beers in the
sunshine in sleepy Bonnie Doon. Entertainment
was provided by an industrious local, armed with
sandpaper and a bevy of spray cans freshening up
the road-side Anzac memorial cannon for the upcoming Anzac Day ceremonies – great artistic flair,

made preparing the sizable quantities required
Spätzlesmaschine was an early casualty but, in the
best blokes’ tradition, we soldiered on. Reliving
past Junior Camp memories, dinner was even
book-ended with rousing choruses of Kommt das
Essen and Danket dem Herrn.
Sunday morning tea brought the culinary highlight
of the weekend – authentic, fresh from-theoven Laugenbrezeln – another Rolf masterpiece.

if less than optimally efficient.

The more energetic did a walk up the Mt Buller

As if to belie the more relaxed pace planned,

cleanup before the Rosa ride home, punctuated

our “most senior member” (I think Otto was the
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summit before a BBQ lunch and quick Lodge
by a coffee stop in Yarck (no place here for

MANFRED DECKER, ON BEHALF OF THE “EVER-MELLOWING” MEN’S ADVANCE TEAM
bumper-sticker quotes) at the aptly-named Giddy Goat (we won’t tell anyone Helli had yet another
enormous cake). Check out Helli’s photos at https://plus.google.com/photos/108430549607155315082/
albums/6274649459055160481?authkey=COaF0puz1vaYUQ
The weekend’s major triumph – 15 blokes managed to get everything done, on time, without agro and all
without the benefit of any “guidance” from our women-folk!
Thanks to Chris for again making the trip from Sydney, to Martina for facilitating, to Tony for food
shopping, to Mick and Harry for safely piloting us aboard Rosa, to Rolf for his culinary skills and all the
“blokes” for a really enjoyable weekend.
Our planning for next year didn’t progress beyond “how about Buxton” – the “carrot and stick” from
Martina is, if we can’t come up with a plan for next year by ourselves, we may need to stand-by for some
female intervention! So we’ve pencilled in an informal gathering to rough out a plan for next year in the
Bayswater Clubroom on Saturday, June 18, from 7.00pm. BYO drinks, but please RSVP so I can organise
some nibbles (deckers@bigpond.com or 0418 562 568).

Men’s Advance photos courtesy of Hlemut Imberger
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END OF LIFE ISSUES

Herta Uhlherr

On April 29 in Bentleigh, we had a lively, at
times even humorous, evening on a serious
subject that is often avoided. Who believes
that they will die?
Geriatrician Dr Irene Kemper got down to the
nitty gritty. Doctors now don’t say that people
die of old age, but of disease. Diseases don’t
make people feel well, so “dying feels yuck”.
It’s important to have conversations about
your wishes with your dear ones and your
doctor(s), do an Advanced Care Plan early
(serious injuries can occur at any age) and ensure that all your family/carers/doctors know what you want.
You can change your plan, but let them know. At present, doctor-assisted suicide is illegal in Australia.
Jacki Wagner, who is familiar with palliative care nursing, spoke on Palliative Care. This is offered as care
when cure is no longer possible and big medical interventions are no longer appropriate. Its aim is to
improve your quality of life, not its length. Dying is a normal process. Many people’s greatest fear is pain.
Palliative care teams specialise in pain management – describe your pain in detail to help them help you.
There are no brownie points for suffering unnecessarily. Morphine and other opioids are given to relieve
pain, not hasten death. Many die peacefully.
There was so much to discuss that we had little time for the third (my) section on how your faith or beliefs
influence your end of life decisions. If, for instance, you believe your afterlife or next incarnation depends
on how you live and die in this life, your view on suicide will likely be different from if you believe there is
nothing but this one physical life which is yours to dispose of.
A poet’s feelings at his Dad’s death, stories from Brigitte Hoffmann’s article on assisted death and letting
die (Die Warte, November 2015) and Psalm 23 with its calm trust or faith were read out and we finished
by singing Der Mond ist aufgegangen with its reminder that there is more than we can see. A wonderful
supper was provided by Dot and Peter Ware, who had also set up – thank you!
Because of the interest shown and requests for notes to help digest all the important information covered,
we are considering including it in the September Templer Reflections, so that you can all have these
conversations and put your wishes down in writing to make a future tough time easier for your loved ones,
and for your own peace of mind.
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NOTICES

School in Haifa
Photo courtesy of the Horst Blaich Archives

FAMILY WEEKEND
July 16 and 17
We have earmarked the weekend of July 16 and 17 for a
family experience. We envisage group activities, a short
service/reflection on the Sunday, some family time and

maybe an excursion to somewhere of interest. The cost
will be kept low to enable families to join in.

A number of you have already responded positively, so

we are really hoping we can make this weekend happen!
We are looking at a few possible destinations, with
Maldon topping the list.

If you and your family are interested in attending,
please let the Office know immediately.

It is not too late! Closing date for booking is June 10.
Those of you who have indicated their willingness to

attend will be contacted to finalise details and costs.

SOLAR
WORKSHOPS
Interested in finding out more
about solar solutions for your
home?
Next workshop:
Wednesday, June 8
8.00 to 9.00pm
Bayswater Hall
Bookings required!
www.eventbrite.com.au/e/
energetic-houses-solar-workshoptickets-21075669896
$20 per person
Reimbursed when you place an order!
For more information, please email
Bernie Hoefer hoovy@bigpond.com

Renate Weber
on behalf of the Elders
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Birthdays

Wir gratulieren herzlich zum Geburtstag unserer Mitglieder:
Helga Anderson 		

78

Hartmut Beck		

79

Skaidrite Blaich 		

82

Heinz Edelmaier 		

77

Roland Hapke 		

89

Trudy Herrmann 		

88

Regina Imberger 		

78

Werner Jeserer 		

88

Alfred Klink 		

85

Lilli Kuhnle 			

90

Helga Sawatzky 		

90

Werner Steller 		

82

Lothar Streker 		

87

Charlotte Trefz 		

96

Gunter Weller 		

82

Hugo Weller 		

90

Sam Weller 			

79

Ursula Wurm		

84

COMING
SERVICES
Sunday, June 5
Service and Community Dinner
Bayswater Chapel
5.00pm

Elder: Renate Beilharz with
Jessica Blackwell

Sunday, June 19
Founding Day Service
Bentleigh Hall
10.00am

Elder: Theo Richter

Sunday, June 26
Founding Day Service
Meadowbank Hall
10.30am

Elder: Geoff McCallum

ROSTERS
Bayswater Flower Roster

und wünschen auch allen hier nicht angeführten
Geburtstagskindern alles Gute und Schöne zum neuen
Lebensjahr – Happy Birthday!

Sunday, June 5

Moni Herrmann
Rose Weller

Bayswater Lawnmowing
Week ending June 19

THANK YOU
I would like to thank all
of my faithful friends
and family for the good
wishes extended to me on
the occasion of my 90th
birthday. With love and
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Manfred Weller

Hans Wennagel
Bentleigh Flower Roster
Sunday, June 19
Heidi Richter

Bentleigh Lawnmowing
Week ending June 4
Peter Imberger

gratitude to you all.

Paul Katz

Luise Wagner

Enno Schmidt

		

Saturday, June 18

Book early!
Friday 26 August to Sunday 28 August (max.40 places)

2016

WOMEN’S RETREAT
ADANAC CYC
47 Hoddle Street
Yarra Junction

A fantastic weekend of good company, great workshops and time to
rejuvenate your body and spirit.
This year we are going to a new venue, ADANAC CYC, in the beautiful Yarra Valley.
There are a range of activities on offer to benefit you physically, emotionally and
spiritually and, of course, plenty of free time to recharge your batteries.
•
•
•
•

Mindfulness Workshop with Christie Sproat
Mandala Magic Workshop with Karen Scott (no art experience required)
Dancing Freedom Workshop with Niki Krpic
Book in a Massage, Reiki treatment or relaxing Facial (extra cost)

$235 includes food, accommodation and workshops

Bookings Contact Martina on 0433 335 815 or email careworker@templesociety.org.au
		
Image by freepik.com
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June 2016
3

Fri

A Night Out with Friends

4

Sat

Ba Working Bee
Clip ‘n Climb 7.00pm

5

Sun

Ba Service and Community Dinner 5.00pm

7

Tue

TSAL Be 7.30pm

10

Fri

Telelink 2.00pm
Sy Seniors’ Group Blacktown 11.30am

13

Mon

Queen’s BIrthday

14

Tue

Be Frauenverein 12.00 noon
RC Be 7.30pm

15

Wed

Social Dance Group Ba 1.00pm to 2.30pm

18

Sat

Scrapbooking and Card-making Day Ba 1.30pm to 4.30pm

19

Sun

Founding Day Service Be 10.00am

20

Mon

July Templer Talk deadline

24

Fri

Term 2 ends (Vic)
Telelink 2.00pm

25

Sat

Sonnwendfeier Ba 5pm onwards

26

Sun

Founding Day Service Sy 10.30am

E tsa@templesociety.org.au | W templesociety.org.au | T 03 9557 6713

